


Solution Design

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 1st Post: 1st

Standards
Unit Title Solution Design Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6-8.ETS1.A.1

Define the criteria and constraints of a design
problem with sufficient precision to ensure a
successful solution, taking into account relevant
scientific principles and potential impacts on
people and the natural environment that may limit
possible solutions. ● None

6-8.ETS1.B.1

Evaluate competing design solutions using a
systematic process to determine how well they
meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. ● None

6-8.ETS1.B.2

Analyze data from tests to determine similarities
and differences among several design solutions
to identify the best characteristics of each that
can be combined into a new solution to better
meet the criteria for success. ● None

6-8.ETS1.B.3

Develop a model to generate data for iterative
testing and modification of a proposed object,
tool, or process such that an optimal design can
be achieved. ● None

Supporting
Standards

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to describe
that synthetic materials come from natural resources
and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



Solution Design
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Assessed on
Post Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6-8.ETS1.A.1 Yes

Why do engineers and designers strive to improve products used in our daily lives?
Why do we use the engineering design process to solve design challenges?
How can the engineering design process benefit us in solving problems in our daily lives?

6-8.ETS1.B.1 Yes

6-8.ETS1.B.2 Yes

6-8.ETS1.B.3 Yes

Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Review and define the safety precautions for classroom and lab safety.
Task 2 Identify the process of design solutions and devise an experiment that demonstrates the design process.
Task 3 Evaluate the data for the experiment and identify the best characteristics of each so that they can be combined into a new

experiment/solution.
Task 4 Retest the new idea and analyze the data compared to the original data.  Critique new data, making notable observations on

the differences in data.



Solution Design
Key Vocabulary

qualitative data observation quantitative data observation inferring

predicting control hypothesis scientific inquiry criteria

constraints design process solution correlational
relationship

causal relationship

cause effect independent variable dependent variable prototype

models system

Common Assessments
Pre Variable Quiz Graphing Quiz Design Process Safety Test and

Summative



Solution Design

Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what was taught. For
example, the student may:

● Redesign a model to inform and solve a practical or abstract situation using the data and
modifications from multiple sources.

● Evaluate criteria and constraints of solutions based on potential impacts on people and the
natural environment that may limit possible solutions.

● Students will redesign their
original prototype and justify
the need for their  redesign.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Define  criteria and constraints for a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific
principles and potential impacts on people and the natural environment that may limit possible
solutions.

● Evaluate how well competing designs meet criteria and constraints.
● Analyze data from multiple solutions to identify characteristics that combine into a new solution that

meets criteria.
● Develop a model to generate data for testing and modifications for optimal design.

● Students will use the
engineering design process to
develop a prototype for the
next generation of a popular
toy.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● Define the following terms: Qualitative Data/Observation, Quantitative,
Data/Observation, Inferring , Predicting, Independent Variable, Dependent
Variable, Control, Hypothesis, Scientific Inquiry, criteria, constraints, design process,
solution, model, correlational relationship, casual relationship, prototype, system

● Define the acronym STEM
● Identify types of Models (scale, physical, conceptual, simulation, mathematical
● Identify steps of the Design Process

● Define the term qualitative.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.



Earth Processes

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 2nd Post: 2nd

Standards
Unit Title Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6-8.ESS2.A.1

Develop and use a model to illustrate that
energy from the Earth’s interior drives
convection which cycles Earth’s crust leading
to melting, crystallization, weathering and
deformation of large rock formations, including
generation of ocean seafloor at ridges,
submergence of ocean seafloor at trenches,
mountain building and active volcanic chains.

● [Clarification Statement: The emphasis is on large-scale cycling
resulting from plate tectonics that includes changes in rock types
through erosion, heat, and pressure.]

6-8.ESS2.A.2

Construct an explanation based on evidence
for how geoscience processes have changed
Earth’s surface at varying time and spatial
scales.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on how processes change
Earth’s surface at time and spatial scales that can be large (such as
slow plate motions or the uplift of large mountain ranges) or small
(such as rapid landslides or microscopic geochemical reactions),
and how many geoscience processes (such as earthquakes,
volcanoes, and meteor impacts) usually behave gradually but are
punctuated by catastrophic events. Examples of geoscience
processes include surface weathering and deposition by the
movements of water, ice, and wind. Emphasis is on geoscience
processes that shape local geographic features, where appropriate.]

6-8.ESS2.B.1

Analyze and interpret data on the distribution of
fossils and rocks, continental shapes, and
seafloor structures to provide evidence of the
past plate motions.

● [Clarification Statement: Examples of data include similarities of
rock and fossil types on different continents, the shapes of the
continents (including continental shelves), and the locations of
ocean structures (such as ridges, fracture zones, and trenches).]

Supporting
Standards

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to
describe that synthetic materials come from natural
resources and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes
Assessed on

Post Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge



Earth Processes

Priority
Standard

6-8.ESS2.A.1 Yes
How have geoscience processes changed the Earth’s surface over time?

6-8.ESS2.A.2 Yes

6-8.ESS2.B.1 Yes

Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Classify the types of minerals and rocks that the Earth’s crust is composed of, which relates to how the rocks are broken

down during earth processes.
Task 2 Construct and model plate motion using a webquest and manipulatives (plate puzzle).  In cooperative groups, students

identify the 3 types of plate boundaries, why/where they occur and features created from each process.
Task 3 Research the geoscience processes that change the earth's surface.  In cooperative teams, analyze and interpret the type

of catastrophic events that occur at each feature, explain how the event forms, and what impact the event has on the
surface.

Key Vocabulary

plate tectonics Pangaea mid-ocean ridge subduction zone sea floor spreading

continental drift transform plate
boundary

lithosphere divergent plate
boundary

convergent plate
boundary

convection temporal scale spatial scale

Common Assessments
Pre Earth Proces Quiz A Earth Proces Quiz B Plate Boundaries Quiz Summative and Lab



Earth Processes

Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what
was taught. For example, the student may:

● Use and show reasoning, planning, and evidence of convection which recycles
Earth’s crust.

● Provide an argument for the evidence of past plate motion.

● Provide an argument for the evidence that
Antarctica was once attached to Africa. Make sure
to support your statement with specific evidence.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Develop a model of convection which cycles Earth’s crust.
● Use (illustrate) a model of convection which cycles Earth’s crust.
● Construct an explanation of geoscience processes.
● Analyze data to provide evidence of the past plate motion.
● Interpret data to provide evidence of the past plate motion.

● Illustrate a model of convection which cycles and
causes the Earth’s crust to move.  Include the
following in your diagram:

● Label the type of boundary
● Use arrows to show motion/direction of

the convection current and crust

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● Define the following terms: tectonic plate, Pangaea,

mid-ocean ridge, subduction zone, seafloor spreading, continental drift,

transform plate boundary, lithosphere, divergent plate boundary, convergent

plate boundary, convection, geoscience, crust, mantle, core

● List, draw and describe the 3 types of plate
boundaries.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.



Geologic Time

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 3rd Post: 3rd

Standards
Unit Title Geologic Time Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6-8.LS4.A.1

Analyze and Interpret evidence from the
fossil record to infer patterns of
environmental change resulting in
extinction and changes to life forms
throughout the history of the Earth.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on finding patterns of changes
in the level of complexity of anatomical structures in organisms and
the chronological order of fossil appearance in the rock layers.]

6-8.ESS1.C.1

Construct a scientific explanation based on
evidence from rock strata for how the
geologic time scale is used to organize
Earth's history.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on how analyses of rock
formations and the fossils they contain are used to establish relative
ages of major events in Earth’s history. Examples of Earth’s major
events could range from being very recent (such as the last ice age
or the earliest fossils of homo sapiens) to very old (such as the
formation of Earth or the earliest evidence of life). Examples can
include the formation of mountain chains and ocean basins, the
evolution or extinction of particular living organisms, or significant
volcanic eruptions.]

Supporting
Standards

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to
describe that synthetic materials come from
natural resources and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes
Assessed
on Post

Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6-8.LS4.A.1 Yes
How do geoscientists use information from rocks and fossils to understand the geologic past?

6-8.ESS1.C.1 Yes



Geologic Time

Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Introduce types of fossils. Student will look at different fossil samples to analyze fossil records.
Task 2 Interpret stratification pictures (outcroppings) to determine the pattern of environmental change during geological time.
Task 3 Field Trip to MS&T to the Rock & Mining Exhibits, and reflection.

Key Vocabulary

fossil half-life uniformitarianism absolute age trace fossil

index fossil radioactive dating correlation relative age inclusion

superposition unconformity

Common Assessments
Pre Geologic Time Lab-Geologic Time Scale Stack Summative



Geologic Time

Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go
beyond what was taught. For example, the student may:

● Cite evidence and develop a logical argument that explains the
patterns of environmental change.

● Generalize a pattern about how the geologic time scale is used to
organize Earth’s history.

● Scientists have determined the ages of rock samples from
other places in the solar system.  What is one type of
extraterrestrial rock for which scientists have determined an
absolute age?  How do the ages of these rocks compare to
the ages of the oldest rocks on Earth?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal
(complex ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Analyze fossil records to infer patterns of environmental change
resulting in extinction and changes to life forms throughout the
history of Earth.

● Interpret fossil records to infer patterns of environmental change
resulting in extinction and changes to life forms throughout the
history of Earth.

● Construct an explanation based on evidence from rock strata for
how the geologic time scale is used to organize Earth’s history.

● Ammonites are prehistoric aquatic creatures that lived in
Missouri.  However, their fossils are found far from water.
Which is the most likely explanation?  What evidence do you
have to support that conclusion?

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will:

● Define the following terms: Fossil, half-life, uniformitarianism,
absolute age, trace fossil, index fossil, radioactive dating,
correlation, relative age, inclusion, superposition, unconformity,
temporal scale, spatial scale

● Define half-life.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.



Cell Processes

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 4th Post: 4th

Standards
Unit Title Cell Processes Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6-8.LS1.C.1

Construct a scientific explanation based on
evidence for the role of photosynthesis and
cellular respiration in the cycling of matter and
flow of energy into and out of organisms.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on tracing movement of matter
and flow of energy.]

Supporting
Standards

6-8.LS1.A.3

Develop an argument supported by evidence for how
multicellular organisms are organized by varying
levels of complexity: cells, tissues, organs, organ
systems.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to describe
that synthetic materials come from natural resources
and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes
Assessed on

Post Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge
Priority

Standard 6-8.LS1.C.1 Yes
How do organisms obtain and use the matter and energy they need to live and grow?



Cell Processes
Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Construct a timeline for the development of cell theory using a webquest, which focuses on what the theory states, scientists

involved, and that compares plant and animal cells.
Task 2 Illustrate and present diffusion and osmosis within cell processes using celery as a model. Students need to be able to label,

explain and differentiate between the processes. Students will observe osmosis
Task 3 Model and diagram photosynthesis using a plant and cellular respiration using an athletic activity in observational and hands

on labs.

Key Vocabulary

active transport diffusion passive transport cellular respiration homeostasis

photosynthesis cell membrane osmosis chloroplasts oxygen cycle

carbon cycle chlorophyll mitochondria

Common Assessments
Pre Quiz Quiz Summative



Cell Processes

Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what was
taught. For example, the student may:

● Conduct a designed investigation for the roles of photosynthesis and cellular
respiration in organisms of various complexity levels.

● Waynesville City Park has noticed that the fish in
the community pond have been gulping at the
surface.  Park maintenance has removed several
dead fish over the last few days.  They noticed
that there were several large algae blooms
growing throughout the pond and the extremely
hot temperatures with no rainfall had lowered
the water level by 11 cm.  Using your knowledge
of photosynthesis and cellular respiration, explain
what is causing this problem?  What one solution
to fix the pond problem?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Construct an explanation of the role of photosynthesis and cellular respiration in the
cycling of matter and flow of energy in and out of organisms.

● Why does a track runner need to increase their
breathing rate during a competition? Make sure
to explain using evidence and scientific
reasoning?

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● Define the following terms: active transport, diffusion, passive transport, cellular
respiration, homeostasis, photosynthesis, cell membrane, osmosis, chloroplasts,
Oxygen Cycle, Carbon Cycle, chlorophyll, mitochondria, unicellular, multicellular, cells,
tissues, organs, organ systems

● Which term refers to the diffusion of water
molecules through a selectively permeable
membrane?

A.) osmosis
B.) engulfing
C.) active transport
D.) passive transport

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.



Natural Selection

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 5th Post: 5th

Standards
Unit Title Natural Selection Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6-8.LS4.B.1

Construct an explanation based on evidence
that describes how genetic variations of traits in
a population increase some individuals'
probability of surviving and reproducing in a
specific environment.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on using simple probability
statements and proportional reasoning to construct explanations.]

6-8.LS4.B.2

Gather and synthesize information about the
technologies that have changed the way
humans influence the inheritance of desired
traits in organisms.

● Gather and synthesize information about the technologies that have
changed the way humans influence the inheritance of desired traits
in organisms.

6-8.LS4.C.1

Interpret graphical representations to support
explanations of how natural selection may lead
to increases and decreases of specific traits in
populations over time.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on using mathematical
models, probability statements, and proportional reasoning to
support explanations of trends in changes to populations over time.]

Supporting
Standards

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to
describe that synthetic materials come from natural
resources and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes
Assessed on

Post Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6-8.LS4.B.1 Yes

How does genetic variation among organisms in a species affect survival and reproduction?
How has technology changed the way humans influence the inheritance of desired traits in organisms?
How does natural selection lead to increases and decreases of specific traits in populations over time?

6-8.LS4.B.2 Yes

6-8.LS4.C.1 Yes



Natural Selection
Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Brief overview of asexual vs sexual reproduction, and Punnett Squares. Possibly assign Monster Baby or Genetics with a

Smile project as outside assignment to reinforce.
Task 2 Battle of the Beaks – Students choose a tool, which represents a beak.  After they attempt to pick up different types of food,

then students will construct explanations of which tools work best for each type of food.
Task 3 Synthesize information about technologies that have impacted inherited traits. Research technologies: As a cooperative

team, students will research technologies that have changed the way humans influence the inheritance of desired traits.
Present to class.

Task 4 Interpret graphs: Analyze graphs depicting population changes based on natural selection and interpret the cause of the
changes.

Key Vocabulary

asexual reproduction sexual reproduction homozygous
(purebred)

heterozygous (hybrid) Punnett square

probability proportionality synthesize artificial selection natural selection

husbandry genetics

Common Assessments
Pre Quiz Quiz Summative



Natural Selection

Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go
beyond what was taught. For example, the student may:

Synthesis information across multiple sources or texts to describe how:
● Genetic variations of traits in a population increases some

individuals’ probability of surviving and reproducing.
● Human influence on inheritance.
● Natural selection increases and decreases desired traits.

● What other organisms on the Galapagos Island could adapt
due to natural selection caused by the 1977 drought
because of the trait change in medium ground finches?
Explain and support your claim with evidence.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex
ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Construct an explanation that describes how genetic variations of
traits in a population increases some individuals’ probability of
surviving and reproducing in a specific environment.

● Synthesize information about technologies that have changed the
way humans influence the inheritance of desired traits in
organisms.

● Interpret graphs that explain how natural selection may lead to
increases and decreases of specific  traits in populations over time.

● Scientists have developed new techniques for producing
organisms with desirable traits. Genetic modification
allows scientists to insert genetic material from one
organism into another organism. For example, one type of
genetically modified corn contains genetic material from a
species of bacterium. The genetically modified corn plants
produce a specific substance that causes pests to die when
they feed on these corn plants.

Question: Which statement best describes how genetic
modification technology differs from the technique used with
teosinte plants thousands of years ago?

A. Genetic modification technology is available to more people.

B. Genetic modification technology requires a longer time to create

a change in a species.

C. Genetic modification technology introduces completely new

traits into an unrelated organism.

D. Genetic modification technology influences which traits are

passed from parents to offspring



Natural Selection
`

Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will define the following terms: Asexual Reproduction, Sexual
Reproduction, Homozygous (purebred), Heterozygous (hybrid), Punnett
Square, Probability, Proportionality, Synthesize, Artificial selection, Natural
Selection, Husbandry, Genetics

Circle all that apply.  What are three factors required for natural

selection to occur in a population?

A. Inheritance of variation.

B. Trait needed to survive and reproduce in environmental

conditions.

C. Single organism that carries desired trait

D. Variation in traits for the population.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.



Matter Basics

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 6th Post: 6th

Standards
Unit Title Matter Basics Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard 6-8.PS1.A.1

Develop models to describe the atomic
composition of simple molecules and extended
structures.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on developing models of
molecules that vary in complexity. Examples of simple molecules
could include ammonia and methanol. Examples of extended
structures could include sodium chloride or diamonds. Examples of
molecular-level models could include drawings, 3D ball-and-stick
structures, or computer representations showing different molecules
with different types of atoms.]

6-8.PS1.A.2

Analyze and interpret data on the properties of
substances before and after the substance
interacts to determine if a chemical reaction
has occurred.

● [Clarification Statement: Examples of reactions could include but
are not limited to burning sugar or steel wool, fat reacting with
sodium hydroxide, and mixing zinc with hydrogen chloride.]

Supporting
Standards

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to
describe that synthetic materials come from natural
resources and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6-8.PS1.B.1

Develop and use a model to describe how the total
number of atoms remains the same during a
chemical reaction and thus mass is conserved.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes
Assessed on

Post Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6-8.PS1.A.1 Yes
How do chemical reactions impact our daily life?

6-8.PS1.A.2 Yes



Matter Basics

Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Most Important Part- Nonfiction Reading and Research concepts for unit. Individual work that will be used for class

discussion using a partner share out.
Task 2 Flashcard match for Physical and Chemical Properties- students will interrupt as a Team the placement of picture cards

and why.  Teacher will check and send them back to correct and discuss.
Task 3 Atomic Models-develop models of basic elements and compounds using different materials.
Task 4 Balancing Act-Student will make models of chemical reactions to represent the changes that take place to the atoms in

the molecule. (partners after individual research and reading)
Task 5 White Powder  Lab- Design and analyze properties of substances and how they react with different substances

Key Vocabulary

atom chemical formula chemical reaction compound element

states of matter phase changes mixture pure substance solution

chemical equation Law of Conservation of
Mass

chemical property chemical change physical property

physical change boiling point melting point molecular structure

Common Assessments
Pre Matter Basic Physical Chemical Matter Basics Summative

Chemistry Car



Matter Basics

Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what was
taught. For example, the student may:

● Gather, analyze and evaluate information to draw conclusions about the properties of
substances to determine if a chemical reaction has occurred.

● Determine whether the equation is
correctly balanced and give evidence for
your conclusion.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Develop models to describe the atomic composition of simple molecules and
extended structures.

● Analyze data on the properties of substances before the substances interact to

determine if a chemical reaction has occurred.

● Analyze data on the properties of substances after the substances interact to

determine if a chemical reaction has occurred.

● Interpret data on the properties of substances before the substances interact to

determine if a chemical reaction has occurred.

● Interpret data on the properties of substances after the substances interact to

determine if a chemical reaction has occurred.

● Using the arrangement of the atoms H +
O, prove that a chemical reaction has
occurred.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will define the following terms:
Atom, Chemical formula, Chemical reaction, Compound, Element, States of Matter, Phase
Changes, Mixture, Pure Substance, Solution , Chemical Equation, Law of Conservation of Mass
Chemical Property, Chemical Change, Physical Property, Physical Change, Boiling Point,
Melting Point, Molecular Structure, Bohr Model, Lewis Model

● Hydrogen can react with oxygen to
produce water. Which of the following
statements about this chemical change is
true?

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.



Matter Basics
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.



Energy Matters

Grade: 8th Subject: Science Pre: 6th Post: 6th

Standards
Unit Title Energy Matters Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard 6-8.PS1.A.4

Develop a model that describes changes in
particle motion, temperature, and state of a pure
substance when thermal energy is added or
removed.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on qualitative molecular-level
models of solids, liquids, and gases to show that adding or
removing thermal energy increases or decreases kinetic energy of
the particles until a change of state occurs. Examples of models
could include drawings and diagrams. Examples of particles could
include molecules or inert atoms. Examples of pure substances
could include water, carbon dioxide, and helium.]

6-8.PS1.B.2

Construct, test, and modify a device that either
releases or absorbs thermal energy by chemical
processes.

● [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the design, controlling the
transfer of energy to the environment, and modification of a device
using factors such as type and concentration of a substance.
Examples of designs could involve chemical reactions such as
dissolving ammonium chloride or calcium chloride.]

Supporting
Standards

6-8.PS1.A.3

Gather, analyze, and present information to describe
that synthetic materials come from natural resources
and how they impact society.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes
Assessed on

Post Test Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6-8.PS1.A.4 Yes
How do materials impact energy absorption and reflection in our daily life?

6-8.PS1.B.2 Yes



Energy Matters

Learning Tasks

Task Learning Progression
Task 1 Introduce energy in a quick activity that reviews the types of energy and come up with real world examples (Alpha boxes)
Task 2 Thermal Energy & Changes of State (phase change diagrams, endo vs exothermic graph interpretation)
Task 3 Notes over Law of Conservation of Matter/Mass & Balancing Equations (Baking Soda & Balloon Demo)
Task 4 Practice Balancing Equations (YouTube, Game, Color Dots etc, quiz)
Task 5 Chemical vs. Physical Lab

Key Vocabulary

Law of Conservation of
Mass

chemical formula melting point boiling point condensation

freezing sublimation vaporization deposition kinetic energy

thermal energy exothermic change endothermic change

Common Assessments
Pre Energy Matters Quiz Quiz Summative and Energy Project
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Proficiency Scale
Proficiency Scale: A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond
what was taught. For example, the student may:

● Synthesize information across multiple sources to describe changes
in particle motion, temperature and state of a pure substance when
thermal energy is added or removed.

● Synthesize information across multiple sources or text to show
atoms remain the same during a chemical reaction.

● Design a model to inform and solve a practical or abstract situation
that releases/absorbs energy.

● Using the following data, what modifications need
to be made to the device in order to make it more
proficient?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex
ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Develop a model that describes changes in particle motion of a pure
substance when thermal energy is added or removed.

● Develop a model that describes changes in temperature of a pure
substance when thermal energy is added or removed.

● Develop a model that describes changes in state of a pure substance
when thermal energy is added or removed.

● Develop a model to describe the total number of atoms remaining
the same during a chemical reaction and thus the mass is conserved.

● Use a model to describe the total number of atoms remaining the
same during a chemical reaction and thus the mass is conserved.

● Construct a device that either releases or absorbs thermal energy
by chemical processes.

● Test a device that either releases or absorbs thermal energy by
chemical processes.

● Modify a device that either releases or absorbs thermal energy by
chemical processes.

● The beakers both contain the same substance.
Which beaker has the greater AVERAGE kinetic
energy, explain with evidence.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will:

● What is the name of the theory that describes the
particles in matter and their interactions?
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● Define the following terms:

Law of Conservation of Mass, Chemical Formula, Melting
Point/Boiling Point, Condensation, Freezing, Sublimation,
Vaporization, Deposition, Kinetic Energy,Thermal Energy, Exothermic
Change, Endothermic Change

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.

0.5 With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content but not of the 3.0 content.


